FREE FACEBOOK ADS CONNECTOR

Transfer your Facebook Ads data into BigQuery for free — and
generate new, actionable insights within minutes

Cross-channel insights
in the Cloud

Quick, secure setup
with total control

Free Data Studio
Template

The Connector transfers your raw, hit-level
Facebook Ads data into BigQuery,
enabling you to tie it together with other
datasets like Google Analytics.

We’ll setup a secure data pipeline based
on your requirements, and you’ll have
full ownership and control. You can
stop and start transfers at anytime.

We’ll pull current and historical data
(up to 13 months) into a Data Studio
template to help you better
understand your Facebook Ads spend.

* Oﬀer available to setup one Facebook account and one Data Studio Template for Adswerve Google Cloud customers only. Oﬀer valid through September 30, 2022.

FREE DATA STUDIO TEMPLATE
Example

DATA STUDIO TEMPLATE
● Free, pre-built dashboard
● Get an overview of how your
Facebook Ads are performing
● Easily shareable and refreshed
daily

More about Adswerve’s Data
Transfer Services
Adswerve’s Data Transfer is an automated, reliable monthly service that
imports marketing data — like Facebook Ads — into BigQuery. With this
service, Adswerve also provides a free dashboard to view the current
status of each data transfer conﬁgured.
Unlike other solutions, Adswerve’s Data Transfer allows you to keep your
data within your own environment — without ﬂowing it through Adswerve
or any other providers’ infrastructures.

More Adswerve Data
Transfer Connectors
● Facebook Ads (free!)
● Bing Ads
● Google Search Console
● Hubspot
● Klaviyo
● Recharge
● Shopify
● Amazon AWS
● Mailchimp

Reach out to sales@adswerve.com more information

● Currency Exchange Rates
● Salesforce CRM
● And more

CLIENT SUCCESS STORY: LOVE COMMUNICATIONS

Challenge:
Advertising and marketing ﬁrm Love Communications needed an easy, cost-eﬀective way to transfer its 50+ clients’
Facebook Ads data to its data warehouse for advanced analysis and dashboarding.

Approach:
After attempting to build a custom API and sampling cost-prohibitive ETL connectors, Love implemented
Adswerve’s Data Transfer Tool to quickly and cost-eﬀectively copy data into its warehouse.

Results:
Loves’ team transferred more than 30 clients into its data warehouse and dashboarding ecosystem resulting in:
•
50+ more dashboard views
•
65% less time setting up a Facebook Ads data pipeline
•
5x more clients onboarded in the data warehouse
•
More time for advanced analysis and increased client value
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